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CATALOG
DESCRIPTION:

A field-based course designed to develop proficiencies in a range of
skills required for professional careers in HRM.

RATIONALE:

This course offers students an opportunity to apply their academic
coursework and learnings to real HRM problems. Students
will address a particular HRM related problem or deficit and will be
tasked with auditing and proposing a solution designed to address
the deficit and drive organisational improvement.

LEARNING OUTCOMES:

As a result of taking this course, the student will be able to:
1. Apply business research skills to complete an HR project based on
information provided by the sponsor firm.
2. Evaluate current HR practices of a business organization.
3. Analyze and synthesize HR information regarding a real-life HR
problem
and
formulate
appropriate
solutions
and
recommendations.
4. Apply professional communication skills to present project results
to the project sponsor firm.

METHOD OF TEACHING
AND LEARNING:

In congruence with the learning and teaching strategy of the
college, the following tools are used:
 Seminar-style class sessions devoted to supervising the
consultancy projects and discussing relevant topics in the HR
literature. Invited lectures help students become familiar with
professional practice.
 Office hours: students are encouraged to make full use of the
office hours of their instructor, where they can ask questions, see
their exam paper, and/or go over lecture material.
 Use of Blackboard, where instructors post lecture notes, online
quizzes assignment instructions, required readings, timely
announcements, as well as additional resources.

ASSESSMENT:

Summative:
First assessment
Consultancy project (group; 4,000-4,500 words)
Final assessment
Presentation (group)
Formative:
In-class discussion of research articles;
discussion of project component drafts;
discussion of presentations skills
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The formative coursework aims to prepare students for the
consultancy project and to enable students to achieve an appropriate
balance between the theoretical (conceptual) and applied aspects of
the subject.
The consultancy project tests Learning Outcomes 1, 2 and 3.
The presentation tests Learning Outcome 4.
Students are required to resit failed assessments in this module.
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Additional articles will be assigned depending on the nature of the
consultancy project commissioned.
COMMUNICATION
REQUIREMENTS:

Use of appropriate academic conventions as applicable in oral and
written communications.

SOFTWARE
REQUIREMENTS:

MS Office

WWW RESOURCES:

www.shrm.org/
www.osha.gov
www.eeoc.gov
www.cipd.co.uk/
www.eurofound.europa.eu/observatories/eurwork

INDICATIVE CONTENT:

Topics of lectures vary depending on the nature of the commissioned
consultancy project.
1. Consultancy practices and techniques
2. Strategic HR consulting
3. Data gathering on HR related cases
4. Analysis and framing of HR problems
5. Ethical consultancy practices

